Dani Byrd – Welcome and remarks

“Susan Kamei, Associate Dean for Advanced and Professional Programs, will now present the candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree.”

- Susan Kamei to read Ph.D. graduates names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
    - their major
- Dani Byrd to present each graduate with a Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

Susan Kamei

"We will now present the candidates for Masters degrees with their Commencement folders”

- Susan Kamei to read Master graduates names.
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
    - their major
- Dani Byrd to present each graduate with a Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

“We will now present the Master of Liberal Studies candidates with their Commencement folders.”

- Susan Kamei to read MLS graduates names.
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
o Dani Byrd to present each graduate with a Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

Susan Kamei when finished with MLS candidates:
“Ms. Brighde Mullins, Director of the Master of Professional Writing Program will now present the Master of Professional Writing candidates”

Brighde: When finished with MPW names, return to your seat.

Dani Byrd returns to podium

Dani Byrd
"We will now present the candidates for Bachelors degrees with their Commencement folders. Dr. Carolyn Malone, Chair of the Art History Department will present the Art History candidates with their Commencement folders.”

o Dani Byrd will present each graduate with their Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

**Note: Special diploma cover presentation**

o 1st student in French and Italian, Emma Ongaro, will be handed her diploma cover by her father, Giulio Ongaro
FACULTY:

1. Read:
   - the student’s first and last names
   - if they have a double major (do NOT read major if same as your department)
   - any minor

2. Introduce the next faculty and department (below).

   Dr. Carolyn Malone, Chair of the Department of Art History
   Dr. Thomas Habinek, Chair of the Department of Classics
   Dr. Panivong Norindr, Chair of the Department of Comparative Literature
   Dr. Dominic Cheung, Chair of the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures
   Dr. Stanley Rosen, Director of the East Asian Area Studies
   Dr. Natania Meeker, Chair of the Department of French and Italian
   Dr. Mike Messner, Chair of the Gender Studies Program
   Dr. Elena Guerzoni, Faculty in the Department of Linguistics
   Dr. James Van Cleve, Faculty in the Department of Philosophy
   Dr. James McHugh, Faculty in the School of Religion
   Dr. Roberto Diaz, Chair of the Department of Spanish and Portuguese
   Dr. Margaret Russett, Chair of the Department of English

*******
Dani Byrd – Closing remarks

Recessional led by Dani Byrd and faculty out of the tent